
On Islam and the Qur’an (excerpt from an article by Marshall Hodgson)

[. . .] Muslim doctrine traces the course of spiritual life in terms of God’s transcendent unity as 
reflected in history and in individuals, not his protected children but his adult servants. History 
begins with man’s acceptance of obligation to recognize God’s unity and the consequent 
indivisibility of men’s duty—which cannot be escaped (as Muslims might suppose Christians to 
hope) through a divinity divided against itself, one person of which might intercede with another. 
Men are confronted immediately with God. It is said that when Adam was created all men were 
drawn out of his loins together and confronted by their creator with the query a lastu bi-
rabbikum, “Am I not your Lord?”—to which all replied in affirmative recognition, Hence as each 
individual subsequently comes into his appointed time of life, the divine primeval challenge has 
been given him in his very nature as a man.

When men failed, beginning with Adam, to live up to the challenge, their guilt did not 
imply corruption of their nature but rather their straying into error. Adam does not feel himself 
vile and thus hide; he feels himself to be wandering without purpose and asks for help. The 
remedy is not a personal redemption but divine guidance. Adam himself was the first prophet; 
there is no waiting till Moses. (A Muslim evangelist would ask a aslamta, “Have you submitted” 
to God? Divine guidance does not replace the natural reason but works through it, perfecting it; 
the Qur’an has many passages in which a sort of “natural theology” is adumbrated. Never-theless,
reason is not enough; the guidance is necessary in a way that somewhat recalls the Christian 
notion of prevenient grace. To those who accept it, turning to God in purpose and making true 
efforts, it is given; from those who turn away it is withheld and they go astray, their natural reason
being blinded.

Accordingly, history is seen from the time of Adam as a process of God’s making his will
clear to erring men and leading them aright. This is achieved through a series of prophetic 
summonses to a total life pattern, a series often thought of as increasingly perfect and certainly 
culminating in the Qur’ân itself. The Revelation, the divine “word of [61] God,” kalām Allāh, is 
not a Life as in the Christian paradox but a clearly written Book.

The Qur’ân seems to most Western readers impossibly dull reading. To Muslims who 
read Arabic it has seemed the most beautiful composition in existence—its literary inimitability 
forming a unique evidentiary miracle which every generation can verify anew for itself. This 
contrast in attitude rises partly from the inadequacy of any translation and yet more, perhaps, 
from the way in which the two groups read the book. The Westerner tries to read it at a sitting, to 
acquire information or possibly for incidental inspiration. But the Qur’ân presents no concrete 
information and no new arguments; it is repetitious and lacks unity of development. The 
Westerner soon tires of it. The Muslim reads it, on the contrary, verse by verse. If it is recited at 
one sitting, this is not for the sake of its contents but as a pious act. (The impious, consistently 
enough, are rarely encouraged to read it—there are more appropriate ways of reaching them with 
the truth.) It is read more as an act of homage to God than for information or even for inspiration 
(though this does enter in); hence the great role of Qur’ân memorization, unparalleled with the 
Bible. The Qur’ân was so used from the beginning; this is not a case of later devout misuse. The 
books of the Bible always have their best impact when read as wholes; the reverse is the case with
the Qur’ân.

When read as first intended, as a vehicle for worship rather than primarily as an 
exposition of truths, its very incongruousness and repetitiousness become virtues; that is, almost 
every element which goes to make up its message is somehow present in any given passage. Its 
very narratives are not written in the form of stories but in the form of brief, discontinuous 
statements, holding before the mind the relevance of stories already known or elsewhere 
explained. Its relatively few legal passages lend themselves more readily to starting a ripple of 
moral reflection than to subserving technical juridical decisions. Wherever it is opened, the Book 
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is found to be insisting in a single message in every possible context. The message is such that to 
reaffirm it with one’s whole will constitutes an act of worship.

So read, the Qur’ân reveals itself as a comprehensive cosmic challenge, monumentally 
delivered. It is at once more comprehensive in outline and more involved in the details of 
individual living than are its closest analogues, the Old Testament prophets, taken in themselves. 
[62] It is rather like a pep talk from the coach of all life—or, rather, a series of such pep talks all 
run together. It maintains an ultimate perspective on every point that arises, large or small. This it 
does even verse by verse in its sonorous endings recalling the power and the mercy of God and, 
more substantially, in the very mixture of passages exalted and prosaic. In Arabic, at least, the 
exalted passages manage to win out in such contests and give their tone to the whole. This can be 
seen in the Chapter of Light, which contains the most ethereal passage in the Qur’ân juxtaposed 
with what one might seem some of its most sordid, dealing with matters of etiquette, with sexual 
decency, and in particular with an accusation of infidelity levied against a wife of the Prophet. 
The exalted effect is aided by an effective use of language, which lends an untranslatable dignity 
even to quite ordinary ideas, so that the phrases seem to take on a more general reference; much 
of real substance is lost when the thought is cast into less noble rhythms in another tongue.

The Qur’ân expresses in this way a total vision of the natural and historical cosmos and 
of human responsibility therein. This vision is brought out largely in terms of the experience of an
individual man (Muḥammad) and of the entire community about him, an experience dominated in
turn by the challenge of the very Qur’ân which is its commentary, an experience, moreover, 
which—both during the Qur’ânic revelations and afterward—was marked by a unique historical 
success. This intimate interweaving with the far-reaching experience it illuminates, perhaps even 
more than its single-mindedness and the monumentality of its formal impact, accounts for the 
enormous power of the Qur’ân as the charter and touchstone of a concrete historical community 
which has tried in its generations to express the universal.

The Qur’ân in its literary form, then, is to be compared not with the form of the Bible but 
with the form of the life of Christ, which was likewise interwoven with the life of the early 
community. All the natural features of the life of Christ, as experienced by the Church, point to a 
single culminating moment, essentially beyond this world’s life, into which all believers are to 
enter at last. On the contrary, though there is development in the Qur’ân, every moment of it is 
equally devoted to the reorientation of this life in its very naturalness. The contrast is shown most 
keenly in comparing what happens to the soul in a reading of the Qur’ân and in a Communion 
with Christ—[63] the penetrating of divine admonition on the one hand, on the other the 
assumption into divine atonement.
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